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Hollywood movie RED Teaser Official release by Nandita
Singgha dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi. A movie dedicated
to Crime Journalism worldwide.

MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, October 2, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Red film first informative teaser
is finally here for public viewing. The movie Red is Directed
by Hollywood & Bollywood filmmaker Nandita Singgha and
Produced by Total Presentation Devices Limited. This
teaser is a tribute to Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy on crime
journalism. The movie is inspired by a true incident which
happened on 11th June 2011 in India, when J Dey a crime
journalist was murdered. This movie is based on the life of 10 crime journalists based in Gujarat, who
follow the non violence philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi and fight for the justice of J Dey murder case
and other crime events. Red film is a revolutionary movie to portray crime journalist for a better
society.

Rebecca Lawson in the movie Red is a British crime journalist who comes to India representing the
worldwide media, to break a particular story and find the missing links in the murder mystery. This
Hollywood movie Red will also be dubbed in Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Punjabi, Bengali, Marathi, Gujarati
to portray the greatness of Indian Crime Journalism.

The movie is scheduled to be released in the mid of 2016. The trailer is released on Mahatma Gandhi
Jayanti (birthday) to pay respect and tribute for his contribution to the world for a better society.
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